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H. C.. Gvon yagemann, 

V. - On the Relation of the Anglo-Norman Vowel System to 
the Normaln Words in English. 

BY HANS C. G. VON JAGEMANN, 

PROFESSOR IN EARLHAM COLLEGE, RICHMOND, IND. 

THE introduction of Latin elements into the English lan- 

guage is due to four principal causes: the occupation of 
Britain by the Romans, the conversion of the Britons to 
the Christian Church, the conquest of England by the Nor- 
mans, and the revival of classical learning in the sixteenth 

century. We are therefore accustomed to speak of these ele- 
ments respectively as Latin of the first, second, third, and 
fourth period. 

This division is not altogether satisfactory. It accounts, 
for instance, for leal and loyal on the one hand, and legal 
on the other, the first two being Latin of the third period, 
the third Latin of the fourth period; but it fails to explain 
the doublet leal and loyal. A similar group is peer, pair, 
and par, and others will be mentioned in the course of this 
investigation. Again, there is a class of words, a fair speci- 
men of which is require, which is decidedly classical Latin 
in form, and which we should therefore suppose to belong to 
the Latin of the fourth period; yet it is found in Chaucer. 
Subdivisions of the above classes are therefore needed, if we 
wish to account for the various forms in which Latin words 
appear in English. 

The words belonging to the first two classes are so well 
known and so few in number that we need not dwell upon 
them. The third class, however, is the most important one, 
the words belonging to it being very numerous, and next to 
the Anglo-Saxon constituting the most important element 
in the English language. 

At the time of the Norman conquest there was no French 
language in the modern sense of this word, but instead of it 
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Vol. xv.] Tze Anglo-Norman Vowel System. 

we have a number of dialects, the principal ones being the 
Wallonian, the Norman, the Picard, the Burgundian, and that 
of the Ile-de-France. The last-named dialect, of which the 
Modern French is the direct descendant, possessed during the 
eleventh century no pre-eminence whatever over the other 
dialects, but, considering both its literary productions and its 
territorial extent, it was perhaps the least important of them 
all. These four dialects must be regarded as independent 
developments of the Low Latin, and not as having grown 
out of a common French type. 

The French words which were introduced into English 
during the first centuries following the Norman conquest 
came of course directly from the Norman dialect, or rather 
from that particular species of it known as the Anglo-Nor- 
man, which was the original Franco-Norman transplanted on 
English soil and left there to independent development. In 
consideration now of the great differences which existed be- 
tween the phonetic system of the Anglo-Norman dialect and 
that of the Old French proper, it would certainly be a great 
mistake to look in the Old French for the original types of 
this class of Romance words in English. We have to go to 
the Anglo-Norman dialect. This seems so perfectly plain 
and self-evident that it is strange it should ever have been 
overlooked. Nevertheless, works on English etymology pay, 
as a rule, no attention to it. Mr. Skeat in his Dictionary con- 

stantly derives English words from their Old French (Ile-de- 
France) cognates, without troubling himself to account for the 

strange changes which their pronunciation and orthography 
must have undergone were they to be derived in that fash- 
ion, - changes which cannot be explained by phonetic laws 
known to have worked on English soil, and which Mr. Skeat 

occasionally disposes of by using the very convenient, but 
rather unscientific, term "corruption." (Compare the arti- 
cle on mister.) A knowledge of the peculiar forms which 
these words had in Anglo-Norman will at once reveal the 
fact, not only that no corruption has taken place, but that 
the original Anglo-Norman forms have in many cases been 
remarkably well preserved, making allowance, of course, for 
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the changes which the English phonetic system in general 
has undergone since the Norman conquest, particularly by 
the mutation of vowel sounds. 

This may be illustrated by the following example. The 
earliest and most common Middle-English form of hour is 
ure, Ancren Riwle, pp. 6, 8, 20, etc. Mr. Skeat refers us to 
OF. hore, heure; he pays no attention to the ME. ure, but 

gives us only the later Chaucerian houre. The matter is 
very simple: the Norman dialect has a preference for u, and 
substitutes it, as a rule, for Latin o where we have ou or eu 
in the French proper. Hence we get from Latin hora the 
Anglo-Norman ure, Set Dormanz, 1. 767, Petit Plet, 11. i68, 
548, etc. This gives us the ME. Zre mentioned above, which 
then passes into the MOD.E. hour, just as most other ME. u'S 
pass into MOD.E. OU; viz. ME. hls > MOD.E. hozuse, ME. ut > 
MOD.E. out, etc. Were we now to derive our word, as Mr. 
Skeat does, from the OF. hore, we should have hor(e) in ME. 
and hoor(e) in MOD.E.; for as a rule ME. O passes into 
MOD.E. oo; for instance, ME. bone > MOD.E. boon, ME. lome > 
MOD.E. loom, ME. monoe > MOD.E. moon, etc. Here is, then, a 
clear case of Modern English pronunciation and spelling being 
directly traceable to the Anglo-Norman vowel system. 

In the following pages I propose to show how far the influ- 
ence of the Anglo-Norman vowel system extends; but before 
doing so it would be well to state that we cannot expect to 
find perfect regularity, and give the reason why. 

In the first place, there existed dialectic differences within 
the Anglo-Norman itself, which future investigations may clas- 
sify according to time and locality. Then again, while it is 
right to assume that every Englishman acquiring the use of 
a new Norman word endeavored to pronounce it to the best 
of his sense of hearing and his capacity of reproducing, it is 
equally natural to suppose that his attempts to pronounce the 
new sounds exactly as the Normans pronounced them were 
as a rule unsuccessful. As far as the English side is con- 
cerned, it would thus be useless to go into the niceties of 
Anglo-Norman phonetics. It is impossible to suppose that 
the English distinguished in hearing and in pronunciation 
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the five or six e sounds which Chardry never mixes in his 
rhymes. (Vid. Koch, Einleitung, pp. 25, 26.) Again, the 
preference of any given English dialect for its own peculiar 
sounds must in each case have influenced the pronunciation 
of Norman words, and it is hence perfectly natural that the 
same word was pronounced and spelt in different fashions 
by English writers living in different localities. A thorough 
treatment of this subject should therefore be based on a 
complete glossary of all Norman words occurring in Middle- 
English classified according to time and locality. Unfortu- 

nately, such a glossary does not exist. Attempts toward such 
a collection have indeed been made, but what has been pro- 
duced is untrustworthy.' Mr. Skeat's work is an invaluable 
help, to be sure, since the Middle English references are nu- 
merous and generally exact; but of course not all the Middle 

English forms are given, and the author, misled by Mod- 
ern English spelling, which is largely influenced by Modern 
French, is apt to give us exceptional forms rather than the 
more regular ones.2 

This brings up another point, which will go far toward 

1 I refer particularly to the collection given in Morris's "Outlines of English 
Accidence." By a comparison with my own glossary, I find, for instance, that 

out of a total of 92 Romance words occurring in " King Horn " Mr. Morris has 
omitted 20, or about 22 per cent; viz. arme (840), cheres (403, I063), age (1324), 
wicket (1074), still (and horn let the tires stille, 676), sire (805, etc.), seint (665), 

rivere (230), rive (132), pris (898), preie (763), lay (1477), /oye (1346), ile (1318), 

heirs (897), geaunzt (802), fine (262), feste (477), faille (638), dute (344). The 

compiler evidently did not go through the text, but simply glanced through 

Lumby's very incomplete glossary, as will be seen from the fact that denie is 

mentioned as a French word, being evidently taken for the ME. deny, while the 

passage where it occurs reads, " al le curt gan denie," meaning, of course, "the 

whole court resounded," denie being the AS. dyntnan, MOD.E. to din. By a simi- 
lar mistake, pure is counted as a Norman word, but the passage where it occurs 

reads, "Abulf was in the ture - abute for to pure," meaning, in order to "peer" 

about; peer is a good Anglo-Saxon word. 
2 Mr. Skeat depends for his Old French forms largely on Burguy's Glossary 

in the " Grammaire de la Langue d'Oil," and from among the abundance of Old 

French dialectic forms that are given there he does not always select those 

peculiar to the Norman, which are most likely to explain English pronunciation, 

English orthography being largely under the influence of the French proper. 
Often he gives us a whole set of Old French forms which are in no way impor- 
tant for English. Comp. the article on juggler. 
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explaining many irregularities, namely, the influence which 
spelling and pronunciation of one set of Romance words in 

English have exercised upon spelling and pronunciation of 
another. If the English were ever conscious of the Anglo- 
Norman as a dialect distinct from, but equally legitimate with, 
the French proper, it seems that they had lost this conscious- 
ness very soon; for while in the earliest Middle-English Nor- 
man words are found in precisely the same form which they 
have in the dialect, later writers are found to be more and 
more under French influence. Thus only the most striking 
characteristics of the Anglo-Norman were preserved in Eng- 
lish; minor peculiarities were lost. Many words which in the 
earliest Middle-English appear in a pure Anglo-Norman garb, 
are later refashioned after a French model. Sometimes, how- 
ever, the Anglo-Norman word had gotten a hold on the popu- 
lar language, and in that case it was preserved by the side of 
its French cognate. Still later, both forms were subject to 

being remodelled after a Latin fashion to suit the etymolo- 
gizing tendency of the period of the Renaissance; sometimes 
the older forms would stand, and a third or Latin form would 
be added to form a triplet. 

More correct, then, than the division cited above would be 
the following classification of Latin elements introduced into 
English later than the Norman conquest :- 

I. Norman words: leal, ME. real, feeble, peer, mister, leisure, 
defeat, grief, dainty, frail, conquer, ME. acqueren, etc. 

2. French words: loyal, royal, foible, pair, master, poise, 
coy, etc. 

3. Latin words: legal, regal, par, magister, defect, grave, dig- 
nity, fragile, acquire, quiet. 

A word may therefore belong either to one of these classes, 
like leisTure, poise, or to two, like defeat and defect, coy and 
quiet, or to all three, like leal, loyal, and legal. On the other 
hand, it may belong to one class at a certain period, and to 
another class at another period, like ME. acqueren and MOD.E. 

acquire. In the following pages I propose to show the rela- 
tion of the first class to the other two, as far as the vowel 

system is concerned. 
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I. THE VOWELS e AND i. 

A. e and. . 

The vowels e and i of the Classical Latin passed in Low Latin 
into one sound, which was undoubtedly that of an e ferme. (Comp. 
Romania, x. p. 36.) This sound passed in the common Old French 
into ei, and later, probably through the influence of the Eastern 

dialects, into oi. In Norman it was preserved as ei, but especially 
in the later Anglo-Norman it is subject to contraction. Thus we 
have: 

Lat. regem > AN. rei, SD. 223, F. roi. 
" lgem > " lei, SD. 224, F. loi. 

" fdem > " fei, Jos. 73, F.foi. 

quid > " quei, Jos. 40, F. quoi, etc. 

In English words of Norman origin this peculiarity of the Anglo- 
Norman dialect is very well preserved; for although in Modern 

English the original ei is graphically represented in many different 

ways, yet it has regularly an e or i sound; the French oi is found 

only exceptionally. 

a. LATIN TONIC j AND t IN OPEN SYLLABLES (e and ' "libre"). 

feeble. Lat. flebilis > AN. feble, SD. 155, Jos. 1115 > ME. feble, 
AR. pp. 54, 56, I36, etc. > MOD.E. feeble. -The OF. form foible 

(MF. faible) gives us the doublet foible. 
faith. Lat.fdem > AN.fei, SD. 234 >ME.fey, Havelock 255, later 

with E. suffix >feith,feylh, faith. oF.foi,foit. 
veil. Lat. velum > AN. veil > ME. veil, AR. p. 420. F. voile. 

parish. Lat. parecia (paroecia) > ME. parische, Chaucer. F. pa- 
roisse. Derivative: parecianum > ME. parishen > MOD.E. par- 
ishion-er. 

heir. Lat. heres > A.N. heir, PP. I101 > ME. eir, eyre, heire, heyre, 
Chaucer, William of Pal. F. hoir. 

beverage. *bib(e)rat(i)cum > beverage, Shak. W. T. i. 2. 346. Ac- 

cording to its vocalism, the word must have been used before 

Shakespeare's time. OF. boivre, hence boivrage, bovrage. MF. 

breuvage. 
ME. curteys. Lat. cortfsis (for cortensis) > AN. curteis, PP. 1215 

> ME. corteys, curteys, William of Pal.; corrupted > MOD.E. 
courteous. Derivative: AN. curteisie, PP. 281, curtesie, SD. 1223, 
PP. Ioi2 > ME. kurteisie, kurtesie, AR. pp. 70, 416. F. courtois, 
courtoisie. 
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eyre. Lat. iter > N. eire: "le eire des feluns perirat," Bartsch, 
Chrestomathie Franc. 53. 20, in a Norman translation of the 
Psalms. The OF. form is oire or err. 

prey. Lat. 5preda > N.preie, Bartsch, Quatre Livres des Rois 59. 2 
> ME. preie, preye, Rob. of G1. F. proie. 

trey. Lat. tres > N. treis, Chanson de Roland 275, 995 > ME. trey, 
Chaucer. F. trois. 

money. Lat. moneta > AN. munee, SD. 532 > ME. muneie, moneie, 
Chaucer. OF. monoie, MF. monnaie. 

lamprey. Low Lat. lam&preta > ME. laumtprei, lauvpree, Havelock. 
F. lamproie. 

array. Low Lat. arredium > N. arreie > ME. arraie, arraien. OF. 
arroi, arroier. 

fair. Lat. feriae > N.feire > ME. feyre, feire. F. foire. 
ME. secree. Lat. secretum > AN. secrei, segrei, Jos. 826 > ME. secre, 

secree, Chaucer, Piers Plowm. OF. secroi, but under Lat. influ- 
ence both MOD.E. and MF. secret. The correct Middle English 
form is preserved in de-cree, ME. decre, decree, Robert of Brunne, 
Chaucer, while we have a combination of the two in discreet, 
ME. discret, Piers Plowm. 

receive. Lat. redcpere > AN. receivre, recevre, Jos. 817 > ME. re- 
ceiven, receyuen, Piers Plowm. OF. repoivre, MF. recevoir. Like- 
wise decipere > AN. deceivre, Jos. 958, 963, decevre, PP. I636 > 
E. deceive, decepit > AN. deceit, SD. 1878; also conceive, perceive; 
conceit, receipt. 

ceil, ceiling. Lat. celum > ME. syl4 cyll, seile, a canopy > MOD.E. 
ceil, ceiling. This is the only French word in which Lat. e is 
represented by ie, for the ie in the two other words given by 
Brachet, cimetiere and chantier, is due to metathesis. 

manor. Lat. manere > ME. maneir, manere, Piers Plowm., changed 
under French influence (F. manoir) > MOD.E. manor. 

purpess. This spelling is etymologically more correct than por- 
poise. Lat. porcus piscis gives in AN. purpeis, or purpes, comp. 
peissun (piscis), SD. 396, ME. purpeys, Prompt. Parvulorum. 
F. Poisson. 

In all these words the Norman ei (Lat. e or D) is rendered in 
English by an e or i sound. We come now to the consideration 
of some real or apparent exceptions. 

void. Lat. viduus. This is only an apparent exception. Lat. 
vzduus gives us in Old French two forms: (i) void, by the 
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regular diphthongization of i =fidem >foid, foit; (2) vuid, 
by a transposition of the u. The E. void may come either 
from void, for the latter is found in Norman (Chanson de 
Roland, cxIII.), or from vuid, just as destroy from Zestruire, 
annoy from ennuyer. The MF. vide is a "mot savant." 

coy. Lat. quietum. This is a more difficult case. coy is a de- 
cidedly French form; the Norman form is quei: " Icels d'Al- 
verne.... se cuntiennent plus quei," Chanson de Rol. 3797. 
The English form should therefore be quei or quay. 

Before nasals Lat. e becomes ei in common Old French and 
remains so in Modern French; e. g. vena, F. veine, E. vein; renes, 
F. rein, E. reins, etc. 

b. LATIN PRETONIC e AND ' IN OPEN SYLLABLES. 

Generally the same rule holds good as for tonic e and i. 

convey. Lat. convia're > AN. conveier, conveer (enveier, enveer occur 
in Jos. 988, SD. 367) > ME. conveien, and under French influ- 
ence convoien, hence MOD.E. convoy and envoy. 

leisure. Lat. lice're > AN. leisir, PP. 703 > ME. leyser, leysere. OF. 
and MF. loisir. 

purvey. Lat. provide're > AN. purveier, purveer, SD. 439, 1427 > 
ME. purveien > MOD.E. purvey, doublet provide. Derivative: 
AN. purveance, PP. 941 > E. purveyance, doublet providence. 
AN. purveiur > E. purveyor. Thus also survey, super-videre. 

covet. Lat. cujita're (Skeat's cupiditare is an impossibility) >AN. 
cuveiter, cuveter, SD. 1861, PP. I4I2 > ME. coueiten, cuveten. De- 
rivative: AN. cuveitus, PP. 35 > E. covetous. OF. co(n)voiter, MF. 

convoiter. 

tourney. Lat. *torniare > AN. turneier, turneer > ME. turneyen. 
Derivative: tournament (for turnement, AR. p. 390). OF. tour- 

noi, tournoiement, tournoyer. 
ME. viage, Chaucer; veage, Rob. of G1. Lat. viaticum, AN. veage, 

Jos. 2856. The etymologically correct ME. form has been 
crowded out by the F. form voyage. 

ME. real. Lat. rega'lem > ME. real, Chaucer, C. T. 1020. Crowded 
out by the F. royal, probably to avoid confusion with E. real, 
from L. realis, but survives in the derivative realm, L. regalimen, 
F royaume, doublet real, a Spanish coin. Thus also L. lega'lem 
> E. leal, doublet loyal. 

The Latin infinitive termination -are becomes -y in English: vari- 
a're > vary, *studza're > study, etc. 
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Only one word in this class has a decidedly French form, viz.:- 

poise. Lat. pesd're (for pensare). The Norman form is peiser: 
"d'Oliver li peiset mult forment," Chanson de Roland, 2514; 
and peisen actually occurs in Piers Plowm. Hence, if no 
French influence had been brought to bear on it, the Middle 

English form would be peise (or peese, pease). 

Just as the common Old French ei resulting from Lat. e or Z 
becomes oi in the French proper, and remains ei in Norman, so 
does the ei coming from other sources change to oi in French 

proper, but remains ei in Norman. The other most important 
source of ei is a Latin e attracting a following i or a guttural 
or palatal vocalized to i, e. g. L. midia'num > N. meien, meen, OF. 

moien, MF. moyen. The Norman form gives us the English mean. 

Other examples:- 
ME. peitrel. Lat. pectorale > ME. peitrel, etrel, Chaucer. The F. 

form poitrel is also found. 
bennet (proper name and botany Geum Urbanum). Lat. benedictum 

> AN. beneit, benet Jos. 406, SD. 1688, PP. 406 > E. bennet. OF. 

benoit, MF. benoZt. Derivative: benei4un, beneisun, Jos. 1588, PP. 

54, 1535 > MhE. beneisun, Havelock > ME. benison. 

pray. Lat. pr&ca'ri > AN. prcier, preer Jos. 2647, but also prier SD. 

1716 > ME. preienz, preyen, KH. 769, 1200 > MOD.E. pray. OF. 

proper proicr, but also (under Norman influence ?) preier, con- 
tracted >prier. Derivative: AN. preere, Jos. 1382, SD. 1720, 

I841 > ME. preiere, preyere, Chaucer > MOD.E. prayer. 

praise. Lat. prtiadlre > AN. preiser, SD. 1084, PP. 898 > ME. prei- 
sen, AR. pp. 64, 74, 144, etc. > MOD.E. praise. 

defeat. Lat. disfectum > AN. defeit, defet > ME. defeiten, defeten, 
Chaucer. Likewise discomfit, discomfiture. 

strait. Lat. slriclum > strectun > N. estreit, streit, Chanson de 

Roland, IooI, 2202 > ME. streit Lay. 22270 > MOD.E. strait. 
OF. estroit, MF. etioil. 

dean. Lat. decd'num > AN. deien, deeni > ME. deln, deen, dene, Piers 
Plowm. > MOD.E. dean. OF. doien, MF. doyen. 

The diphthong oi is found only in words of decidedly later intro- 
duction, -for instance, adroit, according to the Dictionary of the 

English Philological Society first used by Evelyn, A. D. 1652. Had 
the word been introduced during the Anglo-Norman period, it would 
be adreit, comp. Jos. 3: "la dreite veie de salu." 
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The terminations -erium and -eria which appear in French as -ier 
and -iere are in Norman regularly represented by -er and -ere, and 
in this form they also appear in English:- 

manner. Lat. *maneria > AN. manere, SD. 79 > ME. manere, Lay. 
b, Il. 373, AR. 6, 136 > MOD.E. manner. F. maniere. 

matter. Lat. materia > AN. matere > E. matter. F. matiere. 

mystery, or mistery, (a trade,) corrupted from ME. mester. Lat. 
ministerum > AN. mester, Jos. 302, I827, PP. 1125 > ME. meis- 
ter, AR. 70, 212, mester, AR. 72, 210, etc., mistere, Chaucer. 
The later form mistery may have been brought about by con- 
fusion with AN. mestrie, Jos. 768, 2191, SD. 1224, which comes 
from L. magisteria. 

The " terminaison savante " -erie is occasionally found, e. g. ma- 
terie, AR. p. 270, and it survives in a few Modern English words 
of later introduction, as in cemetery, F. cimetiere. 

B. Latin e in Open Syllables (e "libre"). 

a. TONIC. 

Latin e, which in common Old French is usually diphthongized, 
is as a rule retained in Anglo-Norman as a simple vowel; e. g. bref, 
SD. 475, sege, SD. I871, etc. Middle English orthography generally 
agrees with the Anglo-Norman; but in Modern English ie is often 
written, although it is pronounced as a simple vowel. We give 
some examples:- 

brief. Lat. brevem > AN. bref, SD. 475 > ME. bref, breef, Piers 
Plowm., AR. p. 344, etc. > MOD.E. brief. Compound: ME. em- 
breven, AR. p. 344. 

siege. Lat. *sedium > AN. sege, SD. 1871 > ME. sege- seat, throne, 
AR. p. 238 > MOD.E. siege. F. siege. 

rear. Lat. retro >AN. r (reeree, SD. 1484, PP. 200) >ME. (ar)rere, 
Piers Plowm. F. arriere. 

fierce. ferus > AN.fers (adv.ferement, SD. 95I) > ME.fers, Chau- 
cer, C. T. 1598 > MOD.E. fierce. F.fier. -This is a very curious 
word, in that it is the only Norman adjective which has been 
taken into the English language in its nominative form, fierce 
standing of course for fier-s; and this is the more remarkable 
because it exists in French as an original accusative. 

piece. Low Lat. y5eium > AN. pece, SD. 1504 > ME. pece, Robert 
of Gl. > MOD.E. piece. F. piece, etc. 
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b. PRETONIC. 

Latin pretonic e in open syllables is usually preserved in French 
as well as in Anglo-Norman and English: - 

tenant. Lat. tenentem > N. tenant. F. id. 

precious. Lat. pretiosum > AN. precius, Jos. 720 > ME. precius, 
precious, Piers Plowm. F. precieux. 

congeal. Lat. congeld're > ME. congelen, Gower, etc. 

In one case the pretonic e has become i: eborea > ME. ivoly, 

ivorie, also every (Prov. evori, Bartsch, 33. 22). F. ivoire. 
Latin pretonic e and i, if accented in English, are treated like e: 

ordina're > AN. ordener > ME. ordeynen, Piers Plowm. > MOD.E. or- 

dain. Likewise all the compounds with tene're: AN. meinltenir, Jos. 
1730, SD. i6 > ME. mainteinen, maintenen, King Alisaunder; contain, 

obtain, sustain, abstain, retain, entertain. 

C. Latin p in Open Syllables (i "libre"). 

Preserved in French as well as in Anglo-Norman and English: 
Lat. pica > F. pie, E. pie; Lat. dijfbda're > F. defter, E. defy, etc. 
The termination -z'a is always unaccented in English: p5hantasi'a 
> ME. fanasie, Chaucer, C. T. 6098 > MOD.E. fancy. 

D. Latin e and i entrave. 

A vowel is called entrave when it is followed by any two con- 

sonants, except (i.) pr, br, tr, dr, in which cases it is considered 
to stand in open syllables; and (2.) cr, gr, pl, b, or any consonant + 
a palatal, in which cases it is called variable. (Romania, x. p. 37.) 
In common Old French, and also in Norman, every i entrazve be- 
comes e; e. g. firmunm >ferme, mittere > neltre, etc. Hence for our 

purpose i entrave and e entrave amount to the same thing, and may 
be treated under one head. As a rule, the e entrave of the com- 
mon Old French and of the Norman remains in Middle English, 
but in later English it is subject to the same change of pronun- 
ciation as every other ME. e. Hence : - 

beast. Lat. bestia > OF. beste > ME. best, AR. pp. 120, 128, I34, 
etc. > MOD.E. beast. MF. bete. 

feast. Lat. festa > F. feste > ME. feste, AR. p. 22, etc. > MOD.E. 

feast. MF. fete. 
seal. Lat. sigillum > sigellum > OF. seel > ME. seel > MOD.E. seal. 

MF. sceal. 
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search. Lat. circare > AN. cercher, PP. 1334 > ME. serchen, cerchen 
> MOD.E. search, research, etc. F. chercher. 

preach. Lat. predicare > AN.precher, SD. 87, 1824 > ME. prechen, 
AR. pp. 70, 260. Likewise Lat. *impedicare > ME. empechen, 
apechen, > MOD.E. impeach, etc. 

conquer. Lat. conquz'rere > AN. cunquerre, Jos 2249, PP. 404 > 
ME. cungueren, cunqueren, Rob. of G1. > MOD.E. conquer. MF. 

conquerir. 

acquire and require are treated in Anglo-Norman and in Middle 
English just like the preceding; e. g. AN. requerre, Jos. 1021, 
ME. requeren, Chaucer, C. T. 6634, etc.; but they were after- 
wards remodelled after the Latin; aquire, according to the Dic- 

tionary of the E. P. S., about 600o (Shakespeare's Hamlet). 

The Latin combinations ng and gn are represented in Norman 

by a single or double nasal; e. g. feinnez, Jos. 1484 (2d plur. pres. 
from feindre, L.fingere), F.feignez; cumpainnie, cumpainnun, Jos. 3I7, 
2346, SD. 277, 443, etc. The e and i are then treated as usually 
before nasals. In Middle English the Anglo-Norman model is fol- 

lowed, but in Modern English orthography the original g is often 
restored, though it is never pronounced. Thus we have dignare, 
N. deinen, ME. deiZen, Gower, Rob. of GI., MOD.E. deign, but dis- 
dain, F. deigner. Similarly: reign (L. regnare), feign (L. fingere), but 

p. part. faint, attain (L. attingere), restrain (L. restringere), taint 

(p. part. L. tingere), paint (p. part. formed by analogy to taint), re- 

frain (L. refringere, perhaps confused with refrenare), etc. 
The word sue, which belongs to this class, is rather trouble- 

some, but no more so than in French itself. Lat. *sequere gives 
us in OF. sevre, sivre, and, probably by a double influence of the v, 
suivre. In ME. we have sewen, siwen, suwen, Lay. b, I. 59, II. 264, 
AR. p. 208. It is not impossible that the noun suite may have in- 
fluenced the English verb; suite comes of course from secuta, s'cuta, 
not from secta, as Skeat absurdly proposes. The latter would have 

given us seat in English, just as disfectum gives us defeat. 
There was a tendency in the Anglo-Norman dialect, as well as in 

the Old French proper, to change the sound of e before r + con- 
sonant into a. This was probably due to the nature of the r, but 
the greatest irregularity prevails. Thus we have in French: par 
(L. per), klzard (L. lacerta), lucarne (L. lucerna), parchemin (L. perga- 
menum), marchand (L. mercatanltem), appartenir (L. appertinere), etc.; 
but on the other hand: personne (L. persona), clerc (L. clericum), aper- 
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cevoir (L. ad + percizere), etc. In Anglo-Norman we find the same 

inconsistency: sarmuner, PP. I82 (L. *sermonare), aparcevre, Jos. 

2471, PP. 428, 435, etc., marchant, marchandise, Jos. 697, 713, etc., 
parfit, PP. 513, etc.; but on the other hand: rehercer, Jos. 941, 
mervillus, SD. 1235, certein, PP. 32, etc. In English this phonetic 

tendency has left many traces, and the best evidence of the irregu- 
larity with which it works is the fact that sometimes those words 
which in Anglo-Norman and French appear with a have e in 

English, and vice versa; e. g., N. and F. marchand, E. mverchant 

F. merveilleux, N. mervillus, E. marvellous; E. parsley, F. persil ; 
E. partridge, F. perdrix. Other examples of -ar- in English are 

parson (doublet of person), garland, war, parrot, garner, tarnish, 
varnish, quarrel, etc. There are certainly many more words occa- 

sionally pronounced with -ar- instead of -er-, and -ar- is often writ- 
ten in proper names, e. g. Sargent, Clark, etc. 

II. THE VOWEL a. 

A. Int Open Syllables (except before n). 

In French the Latin d, whether long or short, is usually repre- 
sented by an e sound, written e or ai, in a few cases also by ie: 
cdput > F. chef; nasumi > F. nez; mare > F. mer; amdrum > amnr; 

tdlem > F. tel; carum > . e; cr > F. eclir; elpar > F. pair; p;> ir 

canem > F. chien; grdvem > F. grief. The Anglo-Norman dialect 

prefers as a rule simple vowels to diphthongs; hence we find: per 
(L. par): "truver ne pout l'em sun per," Jos. 170, 2935, SD. 323, 
PP. 1424, etc.; cler (L. clarum), PP. 58. In Middle English we 

find e in most cases, but in Modern English some differences in 

pronunciation and spelling exist. Thus we have:-- 

peer. Lat. par > AN. per (cited above) > ME. pere, Chaucer > 

MOD.E. peer. Doublets: pair, a French form, and par, a Latin 
form. With irregular change of vowel: non +-par (meaning im- 

partial) > ME. (n)iumpere, (n)ompere > MOD.E. umpire. 
cheer. Lat. cara > ciere, Jos. 1502 > ME. chere, AR. pp. 88, I92, 

212, etc.; Lay. b, II. 371, "pat al sculen pine cheres--iwurnen 
swulc pes eorles " > MOD.E. cheer, F. chZ?re: "fair chere lie." 

friar. Lat. fratrem > N. frere, Chanson de Roland, 1214, etc. > 
ME. frere, Chaucer > MOD.E. friar, probably through frtre. 

clef. Lat. clavem > E. clef, formerly also clzf. 
degree. Lat. de + grddum > ME. degre, degree, Chaucer. 
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die. Lat. datum > ME. dee, die, Chaucer > MOD.E. die, dice. The 
E. form die looks as though it were due to an OF. form diet 
instead of det; but it may also be nothing but an irregular 
vowel change, just like umpire for umpeer, above. 

agree. Lat. ad+ grdtum > AN. a gre, Jos. 2561, v. agreer > ME. 

agreen, Chaucer. Etc. 

In the case of suffixes the language is of course more regular. 

-tatem gives us in AN. regularly -te,. the same in ME., and -ty in 
MOD.E.: Lat. pietatem > AN. pite, SD. 360 > ME. pite, AR. p. 
368 > MOD.E. pity, MF. pitie; civitatem > AN. cite, SD. 85 > ME. 

cite, AR. p. 228; amicitatem > E. amity, F. amitie. 

-a'lem occurs in AN. both as -al and -el: par igal, SD. 897, com- 
mtnal, PP. 722, are found by the side of mortel, Jos. 2007, ostel, 
Jos. 2067. Both terminations occur in ME.; but in MOD.E.- 

doubtless under the influence of the many words in -al belong- 
ing to the period of the revival of learning--the termination 
-el has been superseded by -al, although pronunciation could 

hardly distinguish between them. 
-a'ta is usually -ee or -eie in AN., the same in ME., and -ey or -y in 

MOD.E.: L. diurnd'ta* > AN. jourinee, Jos. 292 > ME. journeie, 
AR. p. 352 > MOD.E. journey; similarly L. gela'ta > E. jelly; 
arma'ta > E. army; caminata > E. chimney. To this class be- 

longs galley, ME. galeie, KH. I85, 1020, OF. galie, which is gen- 
erally supposed to go back to L. galea, although the termination 
seems to have caused trouble. Vid. Burguy, Grammaire de 
la Langue d'Oil, III. p. I78. The OF. form galic might perhaps 
be considered as the contract feminine of the participle galie 

(comp. F. "faire chere lie" = laeta), standing thus for navis 

galiata, galeata. 

Latin pretonic a is subject to weakening: caballdrium > AN. 
chevalier, Jos. 279, PP. 1268 > ME. chivalr(ie), King Alis. > MOD.E. 

chivalry; L. camina'ta > E. chimney Idce'rta > E. lizard; cani'e > 
E. kennel; sali're > E. sally. In English this cannot of course be 
the case whenever the word becomes an oxytonon: L. dilati're > 
E. delay; tradz're (for tradte're, for trddere) > E. (be)tray, etc. 

Just as the Anglo-Norman shows a preference for ei over against 
the oi of the French proper, so it has a decided predilection for 
ei over against the French ai, from whatever source the last may 
come; ai occurs indeed, but the general tendency is decidedly 
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in favor of ei, which is then often contracted into e. The Mid- 
dle English forms agree in the majority of cases with the Anglo- 
Norman. 

feat. Lat. factum > AN. feit fet, SD. 420 (F. fait) > ME. feile, fete 
> MOD.E. feat. Similarly: factura > AN. feiture, Jos. 29, SD. 

353 > ME. fetrre > MOD.E. feature; *foris-factum > AN. forfet, 

Jos. 467 > E.forfeit,' also counterfeit, surfeit, feasible, etc.; over 
against which we have with the French diphthong ai only 
afair, which according to the D. E. Th. S. is spelt afere until 

Shakespeare's time. 

plead. Lat. *1pacitare > AN. pleider, pleder, Jos. o003 > ME. pleden, 
Piers Plowm. > MOD.E. plead. oF. plaider. 

lease. Lat. lacsare (laxare) >AN. lesser, Jos. 25I4, PP. I4I9 > ME. 
lessen > MOD.E. lease. Derivative: lessor, lessee. OF. laissier, etc. 

treat. Lat. tractare > AN. treiter, treter > ME. treten > MOD.E. treat. 
Derivatives: AN. tretiz, PP. 12 > ME. tretis > MOD.E. treatise. 

Similarly, E. treatment, treaty. F. traiter. 

peace. Lat. pacs (pax) > AN. peis, pes, Jos. 902 > ME. eis, AR. 22, 
i66, 172, etc. > MOD.E. peace. F.paix. Compound: ME. apeisen, 

apesen > MAOD.E. appease. F. apaiser. 

please. Lat. placere > AN.pleisir, PP. 267, 523 > ME. plesen, Piers 
Plowm. > MOD.E. please. F. plaisir. Verbal noun pleasure, ME. 

plesure, just as leisure, from eisir. 
seize. OHG. sazjan (> LL. *sacire) > AN. seiser, sesir, Jos. 2340 > 

ME. seysen, Havelock > MOD.E. seize. F. saisir. Derivatives: 
seizure, etc.; also seizin, a law term, ME. seizine. 

eager. Lat. acrem > AN. eigre, egre >ME. egre, Chaucer > MOD.E. 

eager. F. aigre. 
meager. Lat. macrum > AN. megre, Jos. 858 > ME. megre, Piers 

Plowm. > MOD.E. meagre. F. maigre. 
heinous. AN. heinus > ME. heinous, heinus, Chaucer. OF. hainous. 
reason. Lat. rationem > AN. resun, SD. 230 > ME. reisun, resun, 

AR. 78, II2, I56, etc. > MOD.E. reason. F. raison. 
season. Lat. sationem > AN. sesun, PP. 138 > ME. seysun, sesoun, 

etc., Chaucer > MOD.E. season. F. Fsaison. 
treason. Lat. tra(d)itionem > AN. treisun, tresun > ME. treisun, 

tresun, AR. 56, 220, etc. > MOD.E. treason. 
orison. Lat. orationem > AN. ureisun, uresun, Jos. 1357, SD. 228 

> ME. oreisun, ureisun, AR. pp. I6, 22, 36, etc. Doublet: Lat. 
oration, F. oraison. Similarly other nouns in -ationem: com- 
parison, F. comiparaison; venison, F. venaison, etc. 
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Those words which become oxytona in English usually preserve 
the original ai with the same sound as in ray: - 

aid. Lat. adjutare > AN. eider, SD. 3I6 > ME. aiden, MOD.E. aid. 
flail. Lat. fagellum > ME. flail, Piers Plowm. 
frail. Lat.fragilem > ME.frail, free, Chaucer. Similarly: abbatia 

> E. abbey; badium > bay (= brown); bacca > bay (laurel 
tree); laicus > lay; radium > ray, etc. The only exception 
seems to be sagena > seine or sean, MF. seine. 

This peculiarity of the Anglo-Norman of running Lat. a + i 

(F. ai) into ei and then contracting it into simple e accounts for 
the doublet master and mister, which seems to have given Mr. 
Skeat some trouble. He says: " It is difficult to trace the first use 
of mister, but it does not appear to be at all of early use, and is 

certainly nothing but a corruption of master or maister, due to the 

corresponding title of mistress." It seems to me that in this case 
Mr. Skeat should tell us how we get mistress, and why we do not say 
mastress. The explanation is not difficult. According to the rule 
stated above, magistrum has to become maister in Old French proper, 
but meister or mester in Anglo-Norman; and the latter form is found 
in Jos. 448, 1386, 2835, etc. The form maister does not occur in 

any of Chardry's poems. Besides mester, we have the abstract noun 
mestrie in Jos. 768, 219I, SD. 1224, etc. The Middle English form 
must then be meister, found in AR. pp. 56, 64, 182, etc., which in 
accordance with the above cited Anglo-Norman form may be con- 
tracted into mester, found in the abstract noun mesterie, AR. p. io8. 
To get from this ME. mester the MOD.E. mister is surely not difficult: 
we have precisely the same change in the case of Lat. ministerium 

> AN. mester, Jos. 302, 1827 > ME. meister, AR. pp. 70, 212, mester, 

Ib. pp. 72, 549 > MOD.E. mister(y), myster(y), (q. v. in Skeat, p. 

386). By the side of the properly AN. form inester we find in later 
ME. doubtless under French influence - maister, KH. 62I, 642, 

etc.; and our conclusion is then that the MOD.E. mister is not only 
no " corruption," as Mr. Skeat calls it, but the regular AN. > ME. 

development of the word, while master is a rather "frenchified" 
form of it (comp. cash from F. caisse). 

B. Entrave (except before Nasals). 
Latin a entrave' is usually preserved in French as well as in Nor- 

man and English, best of all before r + consonant: partem >part; 
artem > art. Similarly: marble, alarm, etc.; Lat. damnaticum > 
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damage; mansionem > mansion, etc. If not protected by surround- 
ing consonants, the ME. a follows the usual mutation of pronun- 
ciation common to most English words; hence MOD.E. agent, nature, 
chaste, etc. 

In a few words Lat. a entrave becomes ai in Old French and in 
Norman, and hence in English: captivum > OF. caitif > E. caitiff; 
aquila > F. aisle > ME. egle, Chaucer > MOD.E. eagle. 

In Anglo-Norman Lat. -al before consonants becomes -au, just 
as in French, and many English words give evidence of it; e. g. Lat. 
alburnum > ME. awburn, .auburn, Prompt. Parv. > MOD.E. auburn; 
calciata (sc. via) > ME. cawsee, causee, Barbour's Bruce > MOD.E. 

causeway, etc. In a few cases, however, we find double forms in 

ME.; e. g. Lat. altare > ME. auter, alter > MOD.E. altar, doubtless 

under Latin influence. There must also have existed in Anglo- 
Norman a tendency to drop the / before consonants entirely; e. g. 
mut, PP. 739, for mult, etc. This tendency produced such Eng- 
lish words as save from salvare, F. sauver; chafe from calfare* (for 
caleficare*), F. chauffer, etc. 

C. Before Nasals. 

Latin a before simple n becomes in French either ai, for instance, 
manum > main, romanum > romain, nanum > nain; or e, for in- 
stance, christianum > chrelien, paganum > paien, etc. In AN. a 
before n or m becomes ei; e. g. pilanum > plein, Jos. 1266; clamare 
> cleimer, SD. 1119. In ME. we find as a rule ei as in AN., but in 
MOD.E. ai is usually written. Thus we have ME. Plein, pleyn, plain 
> MOD.E. plain; ME. vein, veyn, Chaucer > MOD.E. vain. Similarly, 
MOD.E. claim, exclaim, proclaim, grain, etc. In unaccented syllables 
we sometimes find the old ei contracted into e and so written in 
MOD.E.: AN. sudein, PP. Io8I > ME. sodein, sudein, Chaucer > MOD.E. 

sudden, F. soudain. Similarly, MOD.E. mittens, F. mitaine, etc. But 
as a rule the French spelling prevails in English; e. g. villain (AN. 
vilein, SD. I86), certain (AN. certein, SD. 2, PP. 32, etc.), fountain, 
chaplain, captain, chieftain (AN. chevetein, SD. I855), etc. Popular 
etymology has curiously changed the orthography of foreign and 
sovereign, making them appear as though they were connected with 
reign (Lat. regnum), while their true Latin types are superanum* 
and foranum*. 

Before a fortified nasal (n or m + consonant) a must have had in 
Anglo-Norman a decidedly nasal pronunciation. This appears from 
its peculiar graphic representation by -aun- common with Anglo- 
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Norman and English writers, and preserved in some words up to 
the present time. This representation gives us a clue to the pho- 
netic nature of the nasalization: aun must have been pronounced 
somewhat like the Portuguese ao, which is an a sound followed by 
a nasal, and not like the French an, which is an a sound itself 
nasalized. In later English the original sound gradually wore down 
to a simple long a, as in MOD.E. vaunt; but in most words even 
this pronunciation, and with it its peculiar graphic representation, 
had to give away to such sounds as we have in change, chance, etc. 
Oxytona show themselves of course more conservative than other 
words; hence we have still aunt (L. amita), vaunt (L. vanitare), 
avaunt (L. ab-ante), haunt (OF. hanter), daunt (OF. danter, L. domi- 

tare). Similarly, haunch, launch, paunch, staunch, etc. On the other 
hand, we have grange, strange, a mple, grant, chant, etc., all of which 
are found in ME. with aun. The only non-oxytonon which has 
preserved the aun is gauntlet; all others have an: giant, servant, 
tyrant, substance, advance, enhance, etc., ME. geaunt, servaunt, tiraunt, 
substaunce, avaunce, enhaunsen, etc. 

III. THE VOWELS O AND U. 

A. Latin a and u' (" libres"). 
Latin o and u pass in Low Latin into one sound, generally de- 

noted by o (o ferme), and believed to have been the same as the 
French o in cote, pot, etc. If libre, this sound then passes in French 
proper into eu; e. g., L. hra > F. heure; if entrave, it passes into 
ou; e.g., L. currit > court. The Norman shows in both cases a 
preference for u. In Middle English we have likewise u as a rule, 
but this soon passes into ou or ow. Hence we have :- 
hour. Lat. hora > AN. ure, PP. 548 > ME. ure, AR. pp. 6, 8, 20, 

etc., later houre, Chaucer > MOD.E. hour. F. heure. 
flour, flower. Lat. forem > AN. fur, PP. 64, SD. 1554 > ME. 

flur, AR. p. 340, KH. 14 > MOD.E.flower. F.feur. 
crown. Lat. corona > AN. corune, curune > ME. crune, Lay. 4252, 

etc., KH. 475, etc., AR. p. 40, etc.; croune only in Lay. Ms. b 
> MOD.E. crown. F. couronne. 

spouse. Lat. sposus (for sponsus) > AN. espus(e), PP. II83 > ME. 
spus, AR. pp. 2, 0o, etc., spus-bruche = adultery, AR. 56 > 
MOD.E. spouse. Derivative v. ME. spusen, i-spused, KH. 1050, 
etc. > MOD.E. to espouse. F. epoux, epouser. 
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Several suffixes with o' are of importance :-- 

-o'rem gives us regularly ur in AN.: valur SD. 429, vigur 939, culur 

947, etc. In later AN. we find our and or by the side of ur; 
e. g. Vie de S. Gr. amor 327, amour 174I, labor 9, colour 705, 
etc., probably either under French or under Latin influence. 
In the earliest Modern English we find ur, e. g. colur, KH. i6; 
later also our, and under Latin influence -or; hence MOD.E. 

valour (valor), honour (honor), vigor, conzueror, etc; F. valeur, 
honneur, rigueur, etc. 

-o'sum is treated very similarly. AN. -us: vigerus PP. 576, precius 
Jos. 720, mervillus SD. 678, I235, etc.; later amorous Vie de 
S. Gr. 86, desirous 122, merveillouse 639, vigrous 65, etc., and 

pretioses 2I9. ME. -us: gracius, AR. 366, etc.; later -ous as in 

MOD.E. gracious, vicious, marvellous, etc. F. -eux: gracieux, mer- 

veilleux, etc. 
-6'nem. AN. passiun SD. 372, I717, garisun Jos. 270, peissun SD. 

396, etc.; ME. passiun AR. 16, I88, etc., devociun 286, 368, 
contemplaciun 142 ; but MOD.E. -on. 

In unaccented syllables u is also common in Anglo-Norman; 
e. g. curage, SD. 43, cuardement, 10o3, uresun, 228, Jos. 1357, etc.; 
and the same is found in Middle English, but later the change of 

the English accent brings about differentiation; hence MOD.E. cour- 

age, solemn, orison, but endow, coward, etc. Modern English is here 
so whimsical that it is absolutely impossible to formulate any rule; 
e. g. odo'rem > odour, coli'rem > colour, etc. 

B. Entraves (except before Nasals). 

Latin o entrave is usually preserved in French as well as in Nor- 

man; hence L. cotta > E. coat; L. costa > E. coast; L. tosta >E. toast; 
L. concha > E. coach,' L. appropiare* > E. approach; L. repropiare > 

E. reproach, etc. All of these are spelled with simple o in Middle 

English. 
Latin u entrave generally becomes o in Old French, and later ou; 

e. g. L. turrem > OF. tor, later tour, MF. tour. The Norman, having 
a predilection for u, retains it, of course, and as such it passes into 
Middle English, where it later follows the regular mutation to ou; 
e. g. AN. tur, Jos. 261 > ME. tur, Lay. a, b, I. 258, AR. p. 226, KH. 

103 > MOD.E. tower; L. dubilare > AN. duter, SD. 950 > ME. duten, 

AR. 244, KH. 344; L. gutta > E. gout, etc. Before r, however, this 

change to the ou pronunciation does not take place, although 
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it is sometimes written: L. diurnlata > E. journey; L. incurrere > 
E. incur; L. nutricem > E. nurse; L. cohortem > E. court (AN. curt, 
DS. 223, ME. curt, kurt, AR. 20o, 212, etc., KH. 245). 

C. Latin 6, tonic. 

Latin o in the tonic syllable is regularly diphthongized to oe 
in Anglo-Norman; e. g. quoer, foer, hoem, proeve, moert, voelent, etc. 
This oe must be supposed to represent some kind of an o umlaut. 
In Middle English it is at first represented by an e or ee, sometimes 

oe, which is then subject to the regular mutation of pronunciation; 
hence, ME. retrevet > MOD.E. retrieve, and in two words at least, viz. 
choir and contrive, the mutation has gone one step further yet. The 
words belonging to this class are:- 

beef. Lat. bavem > N. boef; Kelham > ME. beef, Chaucer. F. boeuf. 
people. Lat. populum > N. poeple > ME. peple, poeple, Piers Plowm. 

> MOD.E. people. F. peuple. (Comp. the Rhaetian pievel.) 
jeopardy. Lat. jacum-partitum > ME. jeopardy, jepardy, jopardy, 

jtpartie, etc., Chaucer. Possibly at various times confounded 
with jeu perdu and j'ai perdu. 

affeer. Lat. ad + firum > AN. afeoren, Kelham > ME. aferen > 
MOD.E. affeer, preserved in legal language --to reduce or as- 
sess, as an arbitrary penalty or amercement, to a precise sum; 
to reduce to a sum certain, according to the circumstances of 
the case. Blackstone. MF. "aufur et a mesure." 

proof, prove. Lat. proba're > AN. pruver, SD. 1250, but as tonic 

syllable, 3d pers. plur. proevent, SD. 1394 > ME. preoven, preven, 
AR. p. 390, Piers Plowm. In Modern English the vowel has 
been changed under Latin influence, but it is preserved in the 

compound reprieve, ME. repreven, a doublet of reprove. 
retrieve. AN. truver, SD. 1269, but accented troe've, SD. I857 > 

ME. (re)treven > MOD.E. retrieve. Similarly, we should have con- 

trieve, but for some unknown reason the vowel has here shifted 
once more to contrive, just as in 

choir. Lat. cho,rus; it should be queer, which form is actually 
found in Barbour's Bruce, xx. 293, and in the Prompt. Parv. 
p. 420, queere = chorus. 

move. Lat. movzere > ME. moeven, meven, Piers Plowm. and Chau- 
cer, changed through Latin or French influence to MOD.E. move. 

Similarly, ME. remeven, ameven. 

This treatment of Latin o in Anglo-Norman and Middle English, 
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H. C. G. von yagemann, 

illustrated by the above examples, will clear up the etymology of 

inveigle, which Mr. Skeat considers doubtful. He would like to 
take it from in-ab-ocul-are*, which indeed looks reasonable enough, 
but he objects to this etymology on account of the "spelling." 
English orthography is of course altogether below scientific criti- 

cism; hence it must be the pronunciation, and particularly that 
of the tonic syllable, which gives the trouble. Mr. Skeat cannot 
account for the z (Continental) sound arising from a Latin o. The 
matter is easy enough: Latin o gives us, according to the rule cited 

above, oe or eo in Anglo-Norman; hence the form enveogler cited 
in Kelham's Norman Glossary; enveogler gives us the ME. enveglen, 
which then takes part in the regular mutation of vowel sounds, 
ei being chosen to represent the Z sound. This matter of spelling 
is indeed non-essential, for in Richardson's Dictionary we find a 
number of other spellings of this same word, but all representing 
the same sound, which is the essential point. 

D. Latin u, tonic. 

Latin a in accented syllables is preserved in French as a u um- 
laut. In Norman it is always u, but its Modern English pronun- 
ciation shows that even in Norman it must have partaken of the 
umlaut sound. We have L. purum > E. pure; L. mutum > E. mute; 
L. zisum > E. use; L. *adventura > E. adventure, etc. 

As a pretonic we have it in L. glutz're > E. glut, which has doubt- 
less been influenced by glutton. 

E. Latin o, u - i, or pfalatal. 

In French a Latin o unites with a following i or a palatalized 
guttural to form oi, and this is later changed to ui; e. g. noctem > noit 

> nuit; oleum > oile > huile, etc. On the other hand, u under 
the same circumstances becomes oi, and does not change again; 
e. g. fusionem >foison. In Anglo-Norman the same process takes 

place, except that the oi never changes to ui; thus oi is also the 
rule for Middle English, and likewise for Modern English. Hence 
L. jungere > E. jlin, F. joindre; L. junctum > E. joint, pnunctum > 

point; fusionem >foison, etc.; L. oleum > E. oil, F. huile; L. mol- 
liare * > E. moil, F. mouiller; spoliare > spoil F. (de)pouiller; L. ino- 
diare* > E. annoy, F. ennuyer, etc. 
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F. Before Nasals. 

Before nasals Latin o is retained in French; e. g. nomen > nom, 
montem > mont; Lat. u becomes o before a fortified nasal; e. g. 
fundumr >fond, abundare > abonder. In Norman we have in both 
cases u, likewise in the early Middle English, later in the accented 
syllables ou. Hence L. nomen > AN. nun, SD. 208 > ME. nun, num 
> MOD.E. noun; L. otundum > AN. rund, PP. 1334 > ME. rund, 

round, MOD.E. round. Similarly: L. montem > E. mount; L. comitem 
> E. count; L. computare > E. count; L. fundere > E. found; L. com- 

ponere > E. compound; L. consilium > E. counsel; L. adnuntiare > 
E. announce, renounce, pronounce, but in the unaccented syllable of 
course -nunciation, etc. In French we have simple o; e.g. rond, 
nom, mont, conter, prononcer, etc. 

CONCLUSION. 

It will be seen that in a general way the phonology of the Nor- 
man words in English can be traced back to that of the Anglo- 
Norman dialect. Irregularities are mostly due to the influence 
which was exercised by Romance words introduced at other times, 
and belonging to other stages of linguistic development. 

ANGLO-NORMAN TEXTS. 

Jos. Josaphaz t All by Chardry (twelfth century), edited by John Koch, 
SD. Set Dormanz F6rster's Altfranzbsische Bibliothek, Vol. I., Heilbronn, 
PP. Petit Plet Henninger, I879. 
Vie de S. Gr. - La Vie de S. Gregoire, par Frere Angier (beginning of the 

thirteenth century), edited by P. Meyer, Romania, xii. p. 145. 

MIDDLE-ENGLISH TEXTS. 

Lay. Layamon's Brut. ed. F. Madden, London, I847, 3 vols. 
Text a, about A. D. I205. 
Text b, about A. D. 1255. 

AR. The Ancren Riwle, ed. Morton: about A. D. 1200. 
KH. The Romance of King Horn in Morris's Specimens: about A.D. 1300. 

Other Middle English texts cited after Skeat's Dictionary. 
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